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Abstract: Despite expansive agendas in labor and working-class history, 
a Mid-Atlantic regional perspective has not been, and likely will not 
be, deemed useful in discerning historical change and causation for core 
questions in the field. Following a brief survey of labor historiography 
and its emerging directions, the author considers diverse ways of “find-
ing” a region and regional identities through routes of work and place, 
and suggests that a Mid-Atlantic labor identity might be found in the 
“drama and debris” of the Great Strike of 1877 and during deindustri-
alization in the 1970s. 
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ne inescapable reality “O of American labor history” is “the never-

ending struggle between workers and bosses for power,” writes 

Melvyn Dubofsky in Hard Work: The Making of Labor History.1 

In that collection of essays and articles drawn from decades of 

his research and teaching the “new” labor history, Dubofsky 

succinctly captures a fundamental topic explored by historians 
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in the subfield. The “new” labor history, begun in the 1960s, had departed 
from the “old” labor history’s institutional focus on trade unions and labor 
leaders and, by the 1980s, had produced voluminous research on work-
ing people and their work (work settings, occupations, labor processes, 
labor markets, modes of managerial control, and work cultures) in com-
munity and case studies. Such work was cross-cut by ethnicity, gender, 
and race, and considered workers’ experiences both inside and outside of 
workplaces to understand working-class formation and class consciousness, 
working-class communities, families, and many other social, fraternal, 
religious, and political networks operating in—and by and for—work-
ers’ worlds.2 By the 1990s this “new” labor history seemed “not so new.” 
Emerging research on the “cultural” or “linguistic” turn in labor history 
focused less on materialist and structural sides to the stories of “struggle,” 
industrial and other relations in working-class life, and “power” (or con-
trol, or will, or agency), and more so on language and expression, to reveal 
operational hierarchies of power, such as whiteness and patriarchy.3 Yet all 
of these labor histories—the old, the new, and the “new, new”—continue 
in the twenty-first century. As Dubofsky describes it, “labor history has 
become a moveable feast.” 

Its practitioners have indeed restored voice to the previously inarticu-
late, turned those at the bottom of society into historical subjects with 
will and agency, and portrayed working people in all their ethnic, 
racial, gendered and cultural diversity. They have continued to write 
solid institutional histories and substantial biographies; add more 
and more working-class communities to our knowledge base; broaden 
substantially our understanding of nonwhite workers; explore how 
gender has governed the behavior of workers; interrogate the language 
and cultural practices of working people; and probe the ever-changing 
relationship among workers, the state, and the law.4 

But what of a Mid-Atlantic labor history? Historians of labor and working-
class history have assayed regional characteristics of all manner of work in 
the South, New England, the Midwest, and the West, but they have not 
yet offered any sustained and discernible Mid-Atlantic regional perspective 
in their studies. To be sure, labor historians have studied workers and work 
in communities and in regions that fall geographically within the political 
boundaries of the Mid-Atlantic states—for example, the anthracite region of 
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northeastern Pennsylvania; the “industrial heartland” of Pittsburgh and its 
many surrounding mill towns; the coke region of southwestern Pennsylvania, 
or the Philadelphia metropolitan region—and they have done so in varying, 
historical time periods.5 Industrial geographies of either manufacturing/ 
extractive/commercial pursuits, or transportation systems, or market “revolu-
tions” seem to define such regions—or better labeled “subregions”—should a 
Mid-Atlantic region be discovered. 

By way of contrast in seeking a Mid-Atlantic region, historians have ref-
erenced other regions such as “the South,” “the West,” or the Sunbelt and 
the Rust Belt, and whether in scholarly literature or popular recognition, 
the monikers conjure narratives of historical trajectories and ones not just 
based in place and time but in “a sense of place,” a “knowingness,” and an 
identity of difference that, for example, westerners or southerners had from 
“the East” or “the North.”6 Scholars of the “New Western history” have been 
successful in critically redefining a regional history of “the West” from that 
of westward expansion (the Turnerian frontier) to researching distinctive 
and shared characteristics of the region based in the historical legacies of 
“conquest” and “colony” and in experiences unique to westerners.7 In doing 
so, the New Western history helps to animate how conceptualizations of 
region shape the American, national history. Yet, a complete mapping of “the 
West” remains undone, and as one scholar claims, “to conceive of a West as 
a single, integrated, homogenous region is to force a ‘square peg’ historical 
geographic reality into a ‘round hole’ regional label.”8 I anticipate that even 
for the expansive (and currently expanding) field of labor history, a Mid-
Atlantic regional lens will focus attention on what is ultimately an artificial, 
and forced, construct. 

Just where (and, more significantly, when, and definitely why) would 
this Mid-Atlantic region be located and useful to define for the study of 
labor history? Shall we begin our mapping of the area along the New York– 
Philadelphia–Baltimore axis in the east, and travel from Baltimore mov-
ing upstream on the Susquehanna River and along the Baltimore & Ohio 
Railroad? Doing so will capture workers, work, and industries of Trenton and 
Patterson, Camden and Chester, Wilmington to Sparrows Point, and north 
again to Williamsport. The 1846 charter for the Pennsylvania Railroad, and 
the earlier years of traversing the Alleghenies, were too important not to con-
nect this Mid-Atlantic east to western Pennsylvania and to the three rivers 
that meet in Pittsburgh. We might also include the area north of Pittsburgh, 
to Erie and Buffalo, and head east again to Rochester and Albany, and to the 
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Hudson River either on canals or rails. Boundaries of a Mid-Atlantic region 
are blurry in 1855 as they would be in 1955, and yet, however far north 
(to Connecticut?), or far south (to Virginia?), or far west (to Ohio or West 
Virginia?) one draws this region, Pennsylvania is its center and likely is its 
connective core.9 

We could follow an economic linkage of railroads to draw a Mid-Atlantic 
laboring region, but why not canals, rivers, the Chesapeake Bay, or the Atlantic 
Ocean? Or turnpikes, interstate highways, and airports? Or we might track 
coal, coke, and steel, though we’d neglect glass, pottery, textiles, clothing, 
and earlier, timber, charcoal, iron, and many water-powered mills and, one 
hopes, we would not completely ignore agriculture.10 Such approaches based 
on “industry” or “technology” or “economic history” might devalue labor and 
working-class experiences in defining a Mid-Atlantic region.11 The uneven-
ness of capitalist development in different sectors of the economy combined 
with the total diversity of laboring experiences across place and time—in 
other words, a holistic heterogeneity from historians’ vantage—may well 
be the defining feature of this Mid-Atlantic map. I would suggest this is 
the reason labor historians have not written theoretically or comparatively 
about the significance of a Mid-Atlantic region for the culture, politics, and 
organizational structure of working-class life, or in the traditional “institu-
tions” approach to the study of unions and labor leaders in comprehending 
the dynamics of working-class struggle in the United States. 

In fact, two more recent agendas in labor historiography will likely sub-
merge a focus on region for the national story. The first is transnational his-
tory, which includes those “processes and actors that move across territorial 
boundaries of diverse nation-states,” and those processes that are “extremely 
diverse,” including “economies, demographic movements, capital flows, 
ideas, cultures and commodities.” Labor historians using a transnational lens 
adopt a global perspective, pose research questions no longer contained by a 
nation-state’s borders, and accord “flow and movement itself as constructive 
of change, as causally significant, and thus producing history.”12 Scholars of 
contemporary and historical im/migrations have pursued transnationalism 
with vigor and offer labor historians refined models of transregionalism and 
transcultural spaces in thinking about economic connections and information 
networks that im/migrants have used, and still use, to insert themselves into 
segmented labor markets.13 

A second agenda comes from a recent issue of International Labor and 
Working-Class History that calls for explorations of “labor geographies,” that 
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is, how workers attempt to shape the geographies of capitalism. The issue 
suggests future research on topics such as population density and class for-
mation, or contiguity of work and home, or the relationship between prop-
erty ownership and class identity, and which might probe “how capitalism 
functions as a spatial system and explore what this means for workers’ 
social praxis.”14 Perhaps labor history will develop a “spatial turn” wherein 
“region” might become a lens to discern effects of globalization on interna-
tional solidarity movements, diasporas, or commodity chains. As of yet, a 
“Mid-Atlantic” region has not been historicized as part of a transnational or 
transregional project.15 

Returning to the sheer diversity of labor and working-class pasts in the 
Mid-Atlantic: what labor did the area (region) not depend on? Slave labor 
or cowboys driving cattle? Did only workers in the Mid-Atlantic experience 
(as the aptly titled works convey) Lives of Their Own or Work in a Disaster-
prone Industry? Mid-Atlantic communities certainly came to understand 
Family Time and Industrial Time (as did communities in New Hampshire), 
and the area’s workers contributed to Making a New Deal (as did workers in 
Chicago).16 We might also ask: which immigrant, ethnic, and racial groups 
did not work in Mid-Atlantic economies over time? Waves of immigrants, 
Great Migrations, migrant workers, and deindustrial diasporas are captured 
in labor and industrial community histories, and cumulatively such studies 
demonstrate how diversity and uneven prosperity have assisted and hindered 
worker struggles in a capitalist wage-labor system. Further, such studies 
emphasize the significance of ethnic, gendered, and racial identities in the 
making of opposition cultures and in working-class life. Yet, these studies 
supply little evidence or argument for a Mid-Atlantic regional cohesion, let 
alone for workers’ own awareness of a Mid-Atlantic identity upon which to act 
as historical agents in the shaping of capital-labor relations.17 

Perhaps there were historical “moments” when members of a Mid-Atlantic 
working class saw themselves as part of a shared region of “inequality and 
stratification, differing social mobility, [and] work discipline” and con-
jured a movement culture and mentalité based in mutual recognition that 
their labor existed as commodity and themselves as fundamentally different 
from capitalists.18 In a pessimistic suggestion of shared experience (perhaps 
sentimentalist, because I am offering reactive examples), a Mid-Atlantic 
laboring identity might be found in the “drama and debris” of both the 
Great Strike of 1877 and in capital’s mobility that occurred throughout 
the mapped area a century later. Such “moments” actually span years of 
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connected and unconnected responses to capitalism(s) by industrializing and 
deindustrializing societies. In order to seek a Mid-Atlantic laboring identity, 
our quest would be to find “existing qualities, beliefs, experiences, situations 
that together transcend sub-regional heterogeneity and bind together people 
and places.”19 

On our map of the Mid-Atlantic, Martinsburg, West Virginia, is uncan-
nily at its center. Though the Great Upheaval began there and on the B&O 
Railroad in July 1877, Herbert Gutman saw its “prelude” in the years of 
1873–74 when workers struck again and again in “small railroad towns and 
in isolated semi-rural regions” throughout Mid-Atlantic states, and, just 
as in 1877, strikes occurred in locations farther west and south. Gutman 
emphasized the railroad workers’ “readiness . . . to express their grievances” 
with or without the direction from railroad brotherhoods, yet commonly and 
crucially with support from their local communities.20 Strikes occurred along 
the Erie Railroad and at its shops in the northeastern Pennsylvania town of 
Susquehanna Depot and along its western connective hub at Hornellsville, 
New York; more strikes happened in towns connected by the Lehigh Valley 
Railroad between Pittston, Pennsylvania, and Waverley, New York, as well 
as along the Delaware, Lackawanna, & Western Railroad at Hoboken and 
New York City, and the western divisions of the Pennsylvania Railroad sys-
tem at Pittsburgh and farther west to cities and towns in Ohio, Indiana, and 
Illinois. Key characteristics of this prelude to 1877 included how in those 
many small towns “local discontent sparked the strikes,” and that “unlike in 
the cities . . . the discontented worker still was viewed by his fellow citizens 
as an individual and was not yet the stereotyped ‘labor agitator.’” According 
to Gutman, that striking workers and supportive communities were able to 
stop trains and “take over” railroad properties signaled shared “institutional 
and ideological factors [which] added to the strength of the workers and 
temporarily, at least, weakened the power of employers.”21 

It is not, though, in the strikers’ demands or in the strikes’ debris (and 
there was less debris resulting from violence and railroad destruction in 
1873–74 than in the upheaval of 1877) that I would seek a Mid-Atlantic 
regional and laboring identity. Instead, I would look to that period’s present 
and ensuing drama of how companies and states attempted to restore the 
working of the roads and to prevent disruptive working-class discontent, in 
1873–74 and again in 1877, and to help us discern (or better yet, imagine) 
a regional pattern of both working-class peoples’ experiences with “law and 
order” and their expectations for an equitable social contract. At Susquehanna 
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Depot, a town of 8,000 became an “armed camp” with 1,800 soldiers from the 
Wilkes-Barre militia and supplemented by Philadelphia soldiers. Martial law 
was declared, 1,200 workers fired, and the Erie Railroad reasserted its con-
trol.22 At Hornellsville the railroad conceded to all striking workers, though 
“trouble” there reached back to 1869 and forward to 1880s as a “rights con-
sciousness” permeated the social contexts of railroad workers’ lives.23 

Workers along with their sympathetic and supportive communities 
throughout Mid-Atlantic areas would come to recognize the establish-
ment—and the force—of “state militias,” those National Guard units sent 
to supplement the railroad police, or the “Cossacks,” a.k.a. the Coal and Iron 
police, or sent to aid the professional “finks” from such private police forces 
as Baldwin-Felts or Pinkerton. Workers and communities in rural areas also 
saw the establishment of the state police, and the building of many arsenals 
near to industrial worksites. Discovering and defining a Mid-Atlantic region 
through the drama (and trauma?) of “law and order” imposed by publicly 
funded forces and military strikebreaking would not, I admit, be contained 
solely within a Mid-Atlantic area, but residents of the region’s places and 
spaces in the 1870s surely shared concerns about capital’s and, increasingly, 
the state’s unilateral terms for a (revised) social contract. 

In another example, discovering region might also be found in the 
debris of deindustrialization and its representations. I wonder, does the 
Mid-Atlantic have more monuments and historical markers commemorat-
ing work, labor leaders, and labor actions than any other region? Does the 
region have more museums exhibiting working lives and industry? I think 
the Mid-Atlantic might have the most “ruin porn”: popular and professional 
images taken of crumbling sites of industry, haunting interiors of factory 
floors, where once there was activity and noise: now silence, not grease on 
the machines but dust, from which viewers conjure (or mourn?) imagined 
men at work. A recent collection of photographs, Modern Ruins, captures 
the rusting Bethlehem Steel in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, and weeds and 
young trees overtaking the Carrie Furnace at Rankin, Pennsylvania.24 Its 
introduction asks if these industrial ruins are “fossils,” or “remnant anato-
mies,” or “survivors,” and ponders our fascination with them: is it due to 
a delight in witnessing destruction or in reliving those “disturbed layers of 
a traumatized consciousness”?25 Visual evidence of a deindustrial sublime 
include the anthracite counties’ culm banks or Ashley’s coal breaker, the lat-
ter of which inspired local preservation efforts in order to remember and stave 
off the “future of amnesia,” whereas the outdoor mall at Homestead (“for 
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shopping, dining, and entertainment at ‘The Waterfront’”) inspires poetry 
and photography about long-time residents’ social dislocation.26 Artistic ren-
derings and preservation efforts aside, Mid-Atlantic residents are surrounded 
by material evidence and social memories of many declines: from Hazelton 
and Trenton, to Camden and Chester, or Coatesville and Sparrows Point, and 
not just in towns like Brownsville or Braddock, but across rural counties’ 
landscapes.27 Whether the debris is considered environmentally damaging, or 
heroic, or nostalgic, those former industrial sites contain a drama, currently 
in attempts to represent, and certainly in labor historians’ research about the 
recent, lived pasts when workers and communities heard the silence of the 
coal tipples, train trestles, and factory floors. 

In The Face of Decline Thomas Dublin and Walter Licht define Pennsylvania’s 
anthracite region in two ways: “distinctive” due to its geologic and industrial 
history, and also in its social dynamics comprised of “crises, coping, resilience, 
and love of place” due to the long decline of anthracite mining.28 Multiple 
oral histories inform their study: we hear from extended generations of work-
ing families and learn about their strategies to maintain livelihoods and com-
munities, and also adapt in the present and plan for the future. The range 
of economic problems that wove the “labor question” in the late nineteenth 
century came to be respun in the late twentieth century with deindustrializa-
tion (and in the anthracite region since the 1920s.) Capital’s mobility (often 
in its quest for cheaper labor) and its effects on workers and communities are 
subjects of important recent studies of Mid-Atlantic industries, for example, 
Dan Sidorick’s study of Camden’s Campbell’s Soup, Jefferson Cowie’s study of 
RCA, and Ken Wolensky’s study of New York City’s “run-away” (garment) 
shops to Wilkes-Barre.29 Guian McKee and James Wolfinger in separate 
studies describe the frictions of race and labor politics in the City of Brotherly 
Love during shifting economies in the mid-twentieth century, and on the 
other side of the state during the decline and fall of the steel industry, Charlie 
McCollester contends a laboring identity is the Point of Pittsburgh (even in the 
absence of work).30 

Might a Mid-Atlantic regional identity have formed (or have appeared) in 
workers’ empathy with other workers—even those residing hundreds of miles 
away—during moments (and over the course of years) when “the necessity 
of downsizing” was heard? Or, following devastations to rural, often county-
wide, economies, might a Mid-Atlantic region convey a wry excitement at 
the announcement that a Wal-Mart was planned? Could a shared recognition 
about the “number of new jobs,” and not the quality of work or pay of those 
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jobs, have been a defining, regional characteristic: an identity of difference 
that marked a generation who experienced the permanence of a postindustrial 
Mid-Atlantic? 

Perhaps not. Maybe instead workers in their communities became insu-
lar, protective, and parochial and so even less suited for a fast-paced global 
capitalism where corporations have no stake in geographic or political 
boundaries.31 Perhaps in the face of decline during the late twentieth century 
is another call to labor historians to seek out working-class conservatism: 
“working people who neither joined unions, nor radical political organiza-
tions, nor resisted employers but instead shared a belief in an ‘American 
way of life,’” who cast votes counter to their economic interests, or rejected 
an aging New Deal liberalism (or who never fully embraced it) as a shared 
characteristic of a Mid-Atlantic region.32 

These speculations on shared “dramas and debris” have attempted to 
connect place with experience (i.e., a sense of place) that workers held and 
that shaped communities’ responses within Mid-Atlantic economies. In 
both of these overgeneralized and imaginative examples in search of a Mid-
Atlantic regional identity, labor historians would likely agree that geographic 
power was linked to workplace power: whether seen in the “moments” of 
1873–1874/1877 railroad strikes when geographic power was necessary for 
an increase in workplace power (albeit temporarily) or, by the 1970s, in the 
representations about its uncoupling. Further, historians in search of region 
also might conceptualize how a Mid-Atlantic urban-rural divide may have 
been bridged by capital-state punitive power to restore order during the 
late nineteenth century, or investigate how “class happens” across urban-
suburban-rural settings in the late twentieth century. Such topics would 
add to the hard work that labor historians do: there is a rich body of work on 
labor history in the Mid-Atlantic states, and this body of work does not come 
close to constituting a Mid-Atlantic labor and working-class history. A “Mid-
Atlantic region” has not been considered as a variable or a lens; it has been 
more so a “setting” or a “do-able” (researchable) location with boundaries 
often defined by industry. I cannot say that a “regional identity” will never 
be found for the Mid-Atlantic; however multiple, key works of labor history 
find more useful subregions within a Mid-Atlantic, and several current trends 
in labor historiography militate against the search for subregional cohesion. 

In current writings on how to revitalize a contemporary labor movement 
authors suggest how region is key—rather, region needs to become central— 
to organizing strategies and to reverse the decline of labor unions.33 One 
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critique of the 2005 AFL-CIO/Change to Win debate argued that initiatives 
did not emphasize the need to build regional power across communities 
(e.g., “Union Cities”) and urged the transformation of the role of central 
labor councils into regional bodies by acknowledging that “globalization has 
increased the importance of regional economies as key sites for public and 
private decision making.”34 Calls for regional “place-based” power building 
with social vision have great appeal: creating coalitions with activist groups 
and across multiple social and economic justice issues. As labor historians 
continue their historical investigations of locales and workers in new econo-
mies and document organizing movements in both the private and the public 
sectors—at worksites that cannot move—labor identities of place, space, and 
transregional networks for mobilization may well be topics to explore. 
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